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eauty, strength, and longevity are all descriptive 
words associated with the Nautilus. It is known 
as a symbol of nature’s charm in growth, 
expansion, and renewal. Because of the shell’s 

extraordinary beauty, its likeness can be seen in art, 
décor, architecture, and many other subject matters.

An amazing soft-bodied creature of the sea, the 
Nautilus, a type of mollusk that is a distant cousin to 
the squid, uses jet propulsion to roam the ocean floor. 
Making its home inside an intricate chambered shell, it 
travels to new and larger chambers within the shell as 

it grows, leaving the smaller ones behind. Capable of 
outgrowing, building, and moving into over 30 chambers 
over the course of its lifetime, the Nautilus can live up 
to 20 years because of its hard, sturdy shell. The first 
Nautilus species appeared over 500 million years ago, 
and that is before the dinosaurs walked this earth! 
Ancient Nautiluses grew up to ten feet, while current- 
day Nautiluses are no longer than ten inches. Although 
there were originally over 10,000 unique species, only 
six remain today, all of which are living in the tropical 
waters of the Pacific and Indian oceans, and the seas 
connecting these two bodies of water around Indonesia.

Because of the shell’s elegant shape, iridescence, 
and timeless appeal, it has become a sought-after 
decor element of interior designers. Especially when 
creating the ambiance of a coastal-style home, the 
Nautilus shell and its image can be seen dressing 
up bookshelves, as an extraordinary piece of wall 
art, displayed on the cover of many magazines— 
including, of course, Venice Gulf Coast Living 
Magazine—seen gracing coffee tables, or as a special 
carved feature dotting a fine piece of furniture. The 
use of its striking image is endless, providing a 
plethora of ways to incorporate this unique piece of 
sea art within our indoor environments.

The Nautilus and its unique shape not only influence 
the way we decorate the inside of our homes, but 
also have a unique impact in landscaping patterns, 
food shapes, in art institutions and museums, crafts, 
and more. Here are a few beautiful expressions of 
the Nautilus...

The Nautilus...Influences in Design

American architect 
and designer  

Frank Lloyd Wright 
created many 

beautiful eye-catching 
spiral-style buildings 

inspired by the  
shape of  

the Nautilus.

The Fossil
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Nautilus-style  
stained glass ceiling,  
swirling upward, can  

be viewed in the  
Thanksgiving Chapel  

in Dallas.

Abstract of spiral glass and jeweled 
tiles outside the Glazer Children’s 

Museum in downtown Tampa
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it is safe to say that artists, architects, and other creatives 

continue to find a kaleidoscope of inspiration in the wondrous beauty of 

the Nautilus shell, making it the living fossil of our lifetime.   

This nautilus-inspired craft was made with palm tree leaves.

Old-fashioned candy with its colorful spiral swirls is still popular today!

Landscape designers use the popular Nautilus shape, 
contributing to intriguing outdoor displays.
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